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Recent studies on the DIII-D tokamak �J. L. Luxon, Nucl. Fusion 42, 614 �2002�� have elucidated
key aspects of the dependence of stability, confinement, and density control on the plasma magnetic
configuration, leading to the demonstration of nearly noninductive operation for �1 s with pressure
30% above the ideal no-wall stability limit. Achieving fully noninductive tokamak operation
requires high pressure, good confinement, and density control through divertor pumping. Plasma
geometry affects all of these. Ideal magnetohydrodynamics modeling of external kink stability
suggests that it may be optimized by adjusting the shape parameter known as squareness ���.
Optimizing kink stability leads to an increase in the maximum stable pressure. Experiments confirm
that stability varies strongly with �, in agreement with the modeling. Optimization of kink stability
via � is concurrent with an increase in the H-mode edge pressure pedestal stability. Global energy
confinement is optimized at the lowest � tested, with increased pedestal pressure and lower core
transport. Adjusting the magnetic divertor balance about a double-null configuration optimizes
density control for improved noninductive auxiliary current drive. The best density control is
obtained with a slight imbalance toward the divertor opposite the ion grad�B� drift direction,
consistent with modeling of these effects. These optimizations have been combined to achieve
noninductive current fractions near unity for over 1 s with normalized pressure of 3.5��N�3.9,
bootstrap current fraction of �65%, and a normalized confinement factor of H98�y,2��1.5.
© 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3125934�

I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced tokamak research on DIII-D �Ref. 1� is fo-
cused on developing a high fusion gain, steady-state scenario
that would eliminate or greatly reduce the demands for an
inductive transformer in future machines. Steady-state opera-
tion requires the inductively driven current density �jind� be
zero everywhere.2 Most of the total current Ip is typically
from self-driven bootstrap current,3 with the remainder
driven by external noninductive sources, such as neutral
beam and radiofrequency current drive. Previously reported
high performance DIII-D results4,5 achieved bootstrap frac-
tions fBS� IBS / Ip between 50% and 70%, neutral beam cur-
rent drive �NBCD� fraction fNB of up to 40%, and the re-
mainder driven by electron cyclotron current drive �ECCD�
and/or inductive current. It is relatively straightforward to
achieve noninductive current fraction fNI= INI / Ip�90% for

about a current relaxation time,6 but fNI=100% has so far
been difficult to achieve except transiently. The current re-
laxation time �R�0.17R /R is the time constant of the lowest
order spatial eigenmode of the current evolution equation
with the constraint of constant current, where R is the major
radius in meters and R is the plasma resistance in ��.7

This paper describes an extension of the fNI�100% con-
dition to �0.7�R that was achieved by a combination of tech-
nical improvements and new scientific insights. The insights
are an optimization of performance through variation in the
plasma shape parameter known as squareness and an optimi-
zation of divertor magnetic balance. These optimizations si-
multaneously improve stability, confinement, and density
control. These are essential for achieving fully noninductive
operation. Bootstrap current fraction fBS is proportional to
normalized beta, �N=�T�%� / �Ip�MA� /a�m�BT�T��, where
�T=2�0�p	 /BT

2 is the toroidal beta, a is the equivalent minor
radius, and BT the toroidal field. It is desirable to operate at
the highest stable �N, assuming that the resulting jBS is well

a�
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aligned with jtot.
8 Experiments to achieve steady-state opera-

tion on DIII-D typically run above the ideal n=1 kink mode
limit in the absence of a conducting wall �“no-wall limit”�
and just at or below the ideal n=1 limit with a perfectly
conducting wall �“ideal-wall limit”�. �The toroidal mode
number of the magnetohydrodynamic �MHD� instability is
designated by n.� Poor energy confinement may limit the
obtainable �N to values less than those set by stability limits.
We define a normalized fusion gain factor9 G=�NH89 /q95

2 ,
where H89 is the ratio of energy confinement time to the
ITER L-confinement mode �L-mode� scaling,10 and q95 is the
safety factor at 95% of the normalized poloidal flux. G must
be 0.3 to extrapolate to the fusion gain Q=5 in an ITER
steady-state scenario.11 Finally density control is essential
because as density increases, ECCD and NBCD decrease
faster than bootstrap current increases.5 At higher density, the
electron cyclotron �EC� waves launched into the plasma can
be reflected. ECCD at midradius is necessary to avoid the
occurrence of 2/1 tearing modes.12

The work described in this paper is an extension and
integration of earlier shape optimization studies. High
triangularity13,14 has been shown to increase the stability of
the pedestal, resulting in higher pedestal pressure, but stron-
ger, less frequent edge localized modes �ELMs�. Pedestal
stability and confinement were also found15,16 to be sensitive
to �, and magnetic divertor balance has been observed17 to
affect density and stored energy.

Here we report on further modeling and analysis of ex-
periments that identify the optimum trade-off � and divertor
balance for global stability, confinement, and density control
for fully noninductive scenario discharges. In Sec. II, experi-
mental results are presented that show confinement generally
better at the lowest � attempted in scans. This is explained by
a combination of higher pedestal pressure and reduced core
transport. In Sec. III, modeling results are given that predict
higher ideal n=1 kink �N-limits at low to intermediate �.
This trend appears in the maximum experimentally sustained
values of �N. Ideal n=1 stability analysis with the measured
pressure and current density profiles and discharge shapes is
in qualitative agreement with the modeling. In Sec. IV, we
show how adjusting the magnetic divertor balance near
double null �DN� at optimal � allows density control while
still maintaining good confinement and high stability. The
resulting density reduction allows more ECCD for avoiding
2/1 tearing modes and increasing the noninductive current.
Section V discusses and highlights the use of these shape
optimizations to sustain nearly all the plasma current nonin-
ductively for longer than previously reported, and Sec. VI
summarizes the main conclusions.

II. SQUARENESS AND CONFINEMENT

Optimization of squareness is possible because, unlike
elongation and triangularity, squareness adjustments may be
made without significantly moving the divertor strike points.
The definition of � used in this paper differs from those given
in previous reports.15,16 Here we limit attention to upper and
lower outer � and define it for each with respect to a refer-
ence ellipse with semimajor axis at the X-point and semimi-

nor axis at the low-field side midplane separatrix, as shown
in Fig. 1. Accordingly, a perfect ellipse or circle has �=0, a
diamond has ��0, and shapes approaching rectangular have
�→1. DN advanced tokamak discharges on DIII-D typically
have elongation ��1.8–1.9 and triangularity 	�0.6–0.65.
These values allow the strike points to be placed close to the
mouth of each divertor for good pumping. The scans de-
scribed here are at nearly fixed � and 	 with the outer � in
the range of �=−0.25 �also known as “low”� to 0.05 �also
known as “high”�. The adjectives describing these values of
� as low and high are for this paper only.

A dedicated scan at �N=2.4 shows the global energy
confinement time is greatest at the low end of the measured
� range. A series of DN discharges was prepared the same
way �Ip=1.1 MA, BT=1.75 T, and q95=5� until 2.3 s when
� was varied to a new value. The injected neutral beam
power was feedback controlled by the plasma control system
to maintain the target �N in all discharges. This level was
chosen to minimize MHD activity for several seconds in or-
der to more clearly evaluate the effect of � on confinement.
Approximately 2.5 MW of ECCD was distributed between

=0.35 and 
=0.55 in these discharges. A small semirigid
shift of the plasma was also programmed near the end of
each discharge to acquire higher spatial resolution measure-
ments of pedestal profiles. Figure 2 shows the energy con-
finement time �E averaged for a steady 1 s period as a func-
tion of � calculated from equilibrium reconstructions using
the EFIT code.18 Low amplitude m /n=5 /3 and/or 3/2 modes
were present in each, but the resulting confinement degrada-
tion estimate using the Chang–Callen “belt” model19 is a loss
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FIG. 1. Definition of shape parameter squareness � showing extreme cases.
The shape shown is a model DN shape, and the dashed curve is a reference
ellipse used to calculate the squareness of the upper right quadrant. The
semimajor axis of the ellipse is at the upper X-point, and the semiminor axis
of the ellipse is at the separatrix at the low-field side midplane.
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of 5%–6% for all cases. The line-averaged density for all
cases is in the range of 47%–52% of the Greenwald density,
which is well below the approximate value of 60% typically
required for partial divertor detachment.20 There is roughly a
30% decrease in �E as � is varied from lowest to highest
values in the scan. Higher � shapes have greater volume, so
the observed decrease in energy confinement is counter to
the expectation in the H89 and H98y2 confinement scaling
laws10,21 that predict confinement will improve with volume
through R, a, and �. These parameters are not changed in the
� scans, and � does not enter into the previous scaling laws.

The confinement trend with � persists at higher �N. At
higher �N it is more difficult to avoid MHD that can obscure
the effect of shape on global confinement. Nonetheless, a
series of discharges that probed the �N limit dependence on �
has common 100 ms MHD-free periods at high-�N during
which confinement may be compared. These discharges were
prepared essentially the same as those in Fig. 2 except for

lower EC powers of 0.8 or 1.6 MW set up to drive current
near 
=0.4–0.5. Figure 3 shows the average of �E during the
first 100 ms of the flat-top in �N as a function of the dis-
charge �. The best energy confinement time for the lowest �
is �70% greater than that for the highest �, with H98y2 vary-
ing from 1.35 to 1.85.

Power balance calculations show increased transport
correlated with measurements of increased turbulence at
higher �. Figure 4 shows the effective thermal diffusivity
profiles calculated by the ONETWO transport code22 with
measured temperature and density profiles as inputs for two
of the discharges in the � scan shown in Fig. 2. The lower
� discharge ���−0.25� has lower thermal transport across
most of the profile than the higher � discharge ���0.0�.
This difference is consistent with measurements of low-k�

��2.5 cm−1� density fluctuations made by a beam emission

τE (s) averaged for 1 s
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FIG. 2. �Color� �a� DN discharge squareness variation used in scans �inset�
and the resulting global energy confinement time as a function of square-
ness. From lowest to highest squareness, these are DIII-D discharges
134 220, 134 222, 134 218, 134 221, and 134 219. �b� Time histories of
normalized �, plasma current, elongation �, triangularity 	, squareness �,
line-averaged electron density, and neutral beam power for the discharges in
�a�. The shaded region denotes the one-second averaging interval for the
confinement times plotted in �a�.
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FIG. 3. Global energy confinement time as a function of squareness at
�3��N� �4. Extremes of the squareness scan are shown in the inset.
These are DIII-D discharges 125 186, 125 201, 125 202, 125 205, 125 206,
125 208, 125 09, and 125 213–125 215.
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FIG. 4. Effective thermal diffusivities �eff��qe+qi� / �ne�Te+ni�Ti� calcu-
lated by the ONETWO transport code vs normalized radius 
 for the �
=−0.25 �lower� and �=0.0 �higher� discharges shown in Fig. 2�a�. The nor-
malized radius 
 is defined as the square root of the toroidal flux normalized
to the edge value.
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spectroscopy �BES� diagnostic.23 Figure 5�a� shows the nor-
malized density fluctuation power spectra at 
=0.68. The
measured turbulence is higher over a broad frequency range
for the higher � case, and it peaks at somewhat lower fre-
quency than the low � case. The frequency shift corresponds
to a poloidal turbulence velocity that is estimated to be about
15% greater for low �. Figure 5�b� shows that the normalized
density fluctuation in the range of 80–400 kHz is about a
factor of 2 higher with higher � at all radii where measure-
ments are available. Figure 6 shows the injected neutral
beam torque and the total angular momentum for the dis-
charges in Fig. 2 as a function of �. Momentum confinement
is also reduced at higher �, as the total angular momentum
decreases with � even though more torque is applied.

The confinement improvement with decreasing � is cor-
related with a simultaneous increase in the pedestal pressure
across the range of the experiments. High-resolution profile
measurements of the electron density and temperature, and
impurity ion density, temperature, and rotation are averaged
over the last 20% of the ELM cycle. The main ion tempera-
ture is assumed to be equal to the impurity ion temperature,
and the main ion density is calculated from charge balance
assuming that carbon is the only impurity. Fast ion density
and temperature are calculated with the NUBEAM code.24 Us-
ing these we determine the total pedestal pressure profile

prior to an ELM. The resulting pedestal pressure profiles for
the discharges with �=−0.25 and �=−0.1 in Fig. 2�a� are
compared in Fig. 7 with their shapes in the inset. �The ped-
estal pressure of the �=0.0 discharge in Fig. 2�a� could not
be accurately determined because all the Thomson scattering
measurement points lie inside the separatrix at this high a �.
Hence �=−0.1 will now be referred to as the “lower � dis-
charge” in what follows.� The lower � discharge has �10%
greater pedestal pressure than the higher � discharge. This is
consistent with a greater pedestal pressure gradient limit for
ELM peeling-ballooning stability, as shown in Fig. 8. Here
the stability space for edge current density and normalized
pedestal pressure gradient  is calculated using the ELITE

code25 with measured profiles as input. The operating points
for these discharges are shown with 15% uncertainty based
on estimates of possible measurement systematic errors.26

Each discharge operates very close to the ELM stability
limit, but the lower � case stability boundary extends to
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greater  and this allows access to greater pedestal pressure.
While the pedestal pressures in these two discharges differ
by �10% due to their shapes, both are under �N feedback
control, so their volume-averaged pressures differ by less
than 2%, with the low � case the greater. Less input power is
required to match the same �N with a higher pedestal pres-
sure, improving confinement. The low � discharge pressure
profile is greater than the high � discharge pressure profile
everywhere inside the pedestal, so it is the difference in the
volumes that makes the volume-averaged pressures nearly
equal. The �19% better confinement time of the low � dis-
charge is likely due to the reduced transport in the pedestal
and the core.

III. SQUARENESS AND STABILITY

Ideal MHD predictive modeling27,28 suggests that � is a
valuable control tool for optimizing global stability limits.
Figure 9 shows the results of stability analysis performed on
modeled equilibria. These are DN shapes with fixed � and 	
that are typical of DIII-D discharges. Pressure peaking fac-
tors and qmin were chosen based on the expected advanced
scenario operating points. In all cases, the pressure profile
including an H-mode pedestal was scaled to find the �N limit
for ideal external kink n=1 modes for a range of � achiev-
able in DIII-D. For each shape, the �N limit was calculated
by self-consistently adjusting the pressure, bootstrap current,
and total current profiles at fixed toroidal field. While the
methods, profile models, and codes29,30 used were not iden-
tical in each study, the trend of increased n=1 ideal-wall �N

limit with lower � is a common result.
On DIII-D, the experimentally obtained maximum sus-

tainable �N follows the same general trend with � as that
predicted by the ideal-wall n=1 modeling. This is shown in
Fig. 10, where each point represents a different DN dis-
charge. All discharges are formed identically until a � change
that is completed �100 ms before a programed increase in
the target �N. The total current, �, and 	 are held fixed.
Dynamic error field correction using the DIII-D I-coils was
employed for all discharges.31 The minimum in the safety

factor profile �qmin� was about 1.5 with q on axis �q0� slightly
greater than or equal to this at the time of the �N increase. At
each �, the target �N was adjusted in successive discharges
until the maximum �N was found that could be sustained for
at least a few hundred milliseconds without the occurrence of
any large amplitude MHD mode. The maximum achievable
�N was found to occur at intermediate �, with �30% greater
�N than discharges with the highest � attempted.

Figure 11 compares the temporal evolution of the calcu-
lated n=1 ideal-wall �N limit of a discharge with �=−0.13 to
a discharge with �= +0.03. These were calculated using
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equilibrium reconstructions constrained by internal measure-
ments as input to the CORSICA �Ref. 32� code’s TEQ inverse
equilibrium solver33 and DCON stability34 packages. The
measured �N is shown for the discharges on the same plot.
The superior stability of the lower � discharge is consistent
with an observed broader, less peaked pressure profile that is
known to improve stability.35 The profile broadening is
achieved as a result of the higher pedestal pressure allowed
by this �. Improvement in the n=1 stability as a direct re-
sponse to more favorable field line curvature at this � cannot
be ruled out.

For each shape, the high-�N phase is terminated by a
m /n=2 /1 tearing mode when �N is near the calculated n
=1 ideal-wall limit. Figure 11 shows the Fourier analyzed
n=1 rms amplitude from a magnetic probe array for the two
discharges to indicate when this occurs. The resulting island

structure severely decreases energy confinement and can lead
to a locked mode and disruption. The appearance of a resis-
tive mode when �N approaches an ideal limit is consistent
with theory36 that predicts the tearing mode stability index
�� goes to infinity at the ideal limit and may become large
and positive as the ideal limit is approached.

IV. MAGNETIC DIVERTOR BALANCE
AND DENSITY CONTROL

Magnetic divertor balance has been optimized for den-
sity reduction to increase the current the neutral beam and
EC systems are capable of driving. In DIII-D this balance is
described by the parameter dRsep, which is the radial separa-
tion at the low-field side midplane between the flux surfaces
connected to the upper and lower divertor X-points. An upper
single-null plasma has dRsep�0, a lower single-null plasma
has dRsep�0, and a balanced DN plasma has dRsep=0. A
series of DN discharges was identically prepared until a pro-
gramed change in dRsep in the middle of each. The depen-
dence of the resulting line-averaged electron density on dRsep

is plotted in Fig. 12. In all cases, the ion B��B drift is
directed toward the lower divertor. Thus when dRsep�0, the
ion B��B drift points away from the dominant X-point.

About a 30% reduction in the line-averaged density is
possible using a slightly unbalanced DN, corresponding to
dRsep= +0.5 to +1.0 cm. This density reduction depends
strongly on whether the ion B��B drift points toward or
away from the dominant X-point. The reduction is much
stronger when the ion B��B drift points away from the
dominant X-point. Other discharges have shown that when
the ion B��B drift direction is reversed �i.e., it points up�,
lower single-null plasmas have lower density than upper
single-null plasmas.17 Changes in dRsep are accomplished
with minimal change in the squareness, and we find that the
�30% reduction in density by adjusting from dRsep=0 to 0.5
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cm comes at the cost of only a �10% reduction in energy
confinement time. The causes of this improved density con-
trol are still under investigation. Modeling of experi-
ments37,38 using the two-dimensional fluid code UEDGE �Ref.
39� suggests the E�B drifts in the dominant divertor private
flux region may be important for affecting the distribution of
divertor D recycling and neutral density at the pump
openings.40

V. SHAPE OPTIMIZED FULLY NONINDUCTIVE
SCENARIO

These studies identify a high triangularity, moderate
squareness shape with a slight divertor bias away from the
ion B��B drift direction as the optimal for advanced sce-
nario development. Upper and lower outer �=−0.13 affords
the greatest achievable �N, with good confinement, and
dRsep=0.5–1.0 cm with the ion B��B drift directed down
maintains a sufficiently low density for auxiliary noninduc-
tive current drive.

Advanced scenario discharges with this shape are
formed with early neutral beam heating to limit the current
profile penetration and achieve elevated qmin and a broad
pressure profile. The optimized shape is produced at the time
of the L- to H-mode transition, usually near t�500 ms. In
the discharge shown in Fig. 13 gas puffing supplied 116 Torrl
and neutral beams supplied 76 Torrl of deuterium. During the
high power phase from 2.8 to 4.55 s, beams supply all gas
�38 Torrl� and there is approximate gas balance without a
significant contribution from the walls. The use of only co-Ip

injected neutral beams maximizes NBCD and toroidal rota-
tion. Error field correction is employed using the DIII-D
I-coil set to avoid the occurrence of locked modes as the
pressure is increased. At about t�2.5 s, the neutral beam
power is ramped up and programed to maintain �N=3.8 for
as long as the required NB power is available, or until a n
=1 mode is detected. Approximately 3 MW of ECCD are

applied at this time from five 110 GHz gyrotrons. The ECCD
is distributed with a relatively broad profile between 

=0.35 and 0.55 and is found to allow reproducible operation
without the occurrence of deleterious 2/1 tearing modes.

Figure 13 shows the results of one such discharge with
BT=1.75 T and Ip=0.9 MA. High normalized pressure
�3.5��N�3.9� is sustained for �2 s, limited only by the
allowable neutral beam energy throughput. qmin is about 1.6
and H98y2 is about 1.5 at the beginning of this phase. The
surface loop voltage is negative or within 10 mV of zero for
about 1.7 s, which is about 70% of �R ��R�2.5 s in these
discharges�. This is a good indication that the inductive cur-
rent is small during this time. A ONETWO transport code
simulation of the current profile evolution was performed
using the measured kinetic profiles as input. The bootstrap
current is calculated using the Sauter model;41 neutral beam
current is calculated using the NUBEAM �Ref. 24� model with
a uniform, ad hoc anomalous fast ion diffusion of 1.0 m2 /s
�required to match the stored energy�, and ECCD is calcu-
lated using the TORAY-GA code.42 The simulation predicts fNI

near 1 and fBS near 0.65 during the high �N phase. These
results improve upon previously reported5 work that obtained
maximum sustained �N near 3.2–3.6 with �0 surface loop
voltage for 40% of �R.

In these discharges, �N is �30% above the calculated
no-wall n=1 stability limit and approximately at the ideal-
wall n=1 limit. The calculated ideal n=� ballooning limit is
just above the achieved �N, at about �N�4. Stability to 2/1
tearing modes is maintained as long as the wide deposition
ECCD is applied. The high �N phase is limited by the neutral
beam pulse length. Relatively low amplitude 5/3 tearing
modes are typically observed that future q-profile optimiza-
tion �i.e., higher qmin� may help to avoid.

Measurement and simulation show that the inductive
current density is small everywhere during the high �N

phase. Figure 14�a� shows the flux surface-averaged total and
inductive J
 profiles from EFIT reconstructions constrained by
motional Stark effect43 and pressure profile measurements.
The inductive component is calculated using a loop voltage
analysis44 that uses neoclassical conductivity and time de-
rivatives of poloidal flux from a series of EFITs to obtain �E
.
The resulting inductive current density is close to zero ev-
erywhere. Figure 14�b� shows the current component profiles
at the same time calculated by the time-dependent ONETWO

simulation. The simulated inductive current is in rough
agreement with that determined from the Vloop analysis.
There are uncertainties in the bootstrap and neutral beam
current models near the axis that are transferred to the induc-
tive current. For example, lower fast ion diffusion and/or
higher core bootstrap current would further reduce the induc-
tive current on axis.

VI. SUMMARY

Shape-optimized DIII-D discharges have simultaneously
achieved higher �N, higher bootstrap fraction, and longer
duration of fNI�1 than previously reported.5 A baseline DN,
high triangularity shape has been shown to still have signifi-
cant performance dependence on squareness ���, which is a

Time (ms)
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(Goal fNI= 1)

Surface Voltage (V)

EC Power/3 MW

0.0
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

0.6
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0.4
0

2

4

fNI
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FIG. 13. Shape-optimized discharges with long pulse ECCD achieve high
�N, nearly fully noninductive conditions. �a� �N and ECCD. �b� Measured
surface loop voltage. �c� Calculated noninductive and bootstrap current
fractions.
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convenient parameter that may be adjusted without adversely
affecting divertor coupling. Squareness optimization allows a
�30% variation in the achievable �N resulting from an ideal-
wall n=1 stability dependence on this parameter. The energy
confinement time varies about 30% with squareness at low
fixed �N and about 70% when �N is taken to its limit in each
case. This results from pedestal pressure and core transport
dependence on squareness. Experiment and modeling iden-
tify low to intermediate squareness as having greater pedestal
and global stability than high squareness. Within the range of
squareness produced in the experiment, the confinement con-
tinued to improve with decreasing squareness but a peak in
the maximum sustainable �N was found near �=−0.13, so
this � is used for steady-state scenario development. A slight
imbalance of the DN divertor with the main X-point opposite
the ion B��B drift direction is used to reduce the line-
averaged density �30% compared to a balanced DN, or the
case with the ion B��B drift toward the X-point. This is
understood to result from more favorable E�B drifts in the
divertor private flux region in the first case. The ideal n=1

stability, pedestal stability, and particle control dependence
are all described by theoretical models that can be used to
optimize future tokamak designs.
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